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Name:

Date:

9 10

17 (Pinch -3)                   18 (Pinch -4)

11 (Pinch -1)                   13 (Pinch -4)

15 (Pinch -2)                 14 (Pinch -2)               12  (Pinch -2)           16 (Pinch -2)

- me
- him/her
- the other people
(- Compensations?)

#10
Costs
(Pinch D)

- Being right
- Comfort zone
- Diversions?

#9
Benefits

#8
 His/Her
Behavior

(Maxie/Pinch C2)

#7
 His/Her
Feelings

(Maxie/Pinch C1)

#6
 His/Her
Beliefs

(Maxie/Pinch B)

#5
 His/Her
Proofs

(Maxie/Pinch A)

#1
 My 

Proofs
(Maxie/Pinch A)

#2
 My 

Beliefs
(Maxie/Pinch B)

#3
 My 

Feelings
(Maxie/Pinch C1)

#4
 My 

Behavior
(Maxie/Pinch C2)

#16
(Pinch -2) 
Humanize 
Myself
(I am not such
a Saint)

#12
(Pinch -2) 
Diversion

#14
(Pinch -2) 
Additional 
Context 
going on
for them

#15
(Pinch -2)

Humanize
the other
- where is 1 untrue?
- what am I downplaying?
- what am I grateful for?

(The other is not
a Super Villain)

#13 (Pinch ∆) 
Delta
How am I projecting my Ego Threats (14) on 
the “evidence” (1)? Can a camera record 14?

#11   (Pinch -1) 
My Ego Threats 
and Ego Highs

#18 (Pinch -4) 
Practices and To Dos
a- to make the person good, to create safety, 
to be helpful and constructive
b-to work on myself, my pinches and 
my diversions 

#17   (Pinch -3) 
ATS Purpose
more compelling than my beliefs (2), 
my ego (11), my benefits (9)

At The Source Purpose On-Going Practices

One-Time Actions or To-DosEgo Threats/Candies

                  Humanize the other: Where am 
I downplaying their contribution? Look 
for examples where my beliefs are untrue?
What am I grateful for in the relationship?

        In what ways could this 
dynamic be a diversion for you?
From what? Refer to your 
Diversion ID Card. 

            What am I missing? What in their
context might be stressful for them?
What migh be contributing to their 
behaviors outside of this relationship)

        Humanize myself:  Where am 
I in�ating my own qualities and 
contributions? Prove my superiority 
or my righteousness?

My proofs (data points) My beliefs about the other person 
(and possibly about me)

My feelings My behaviors

My behavior as them My feelings as them My beliefs as them

Bene�ts Costs (to me, to them, to others)

My proofs as them (data points)
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